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ED’S UP

Change, anyone?
How we are adapting
YOU ARE in one of the best
clubs in the world.
Look at the talent and enthusiasm at
the online workshops. And see the
long list of previous YMC members
who have gone on to stardom.
I had been meaning to interview
Edward Hilsum for a long time.
And now he has won the Magic
Circle’s hattrick of awards - winning
The Stage, Close-up and Kids
competitions - there couldn’t be a
better time.
Clearly he’s really driven to do the
best he can, but he reveals how
losing competitions taught him more
than winning them. He’s such a great
talent, and so nice, too. I hope you
like and learn from his top tips for
winning competitions.

brilliant tricks behind the counter.
When this lockdown is over, please
try to support your local magic shops.
They will help find tricks suited to
your style, and you’ll get to see them
performed before paying. Even if you
only buy a magazine, you’ll learn so
much from browsing and chatting to
the staff and other magicians.
We can often practice by ourselves
too much. So getting out and meeting
other magicians, either at workshops
or shops, will inspire you.
Funnily enough, I was chatting to
another ex-YMCer, the Magic Circle’s
Vice President, Megan Knowles
Bacon. She says she doesn’t buy any
tricks. And you don’t need to.

I’m as keen as anyone to grab
performance opportunities when they
arise. You learn so much.
Things go wrong (often with me!), things
go right and each time you get better.
Well, that’s the idea.
I performed some close-up magic at
The Magic Circle between lockdowns,
but guess who stole the show?

We’re all so creative we can dream up
our own ideas, build our own tricks,
and combine magic with other arts.

YMC’s Jake Allen was in the audience
and took the chance to show off his
card skills during the break.

Ben Hart also features this month
showing how his magic has changed
to accommodate social distancing.
Another great ex YMC talent.

It was so refreshing to see so many
magicians in Britain’s Got Talent this
year. Magical Bones’ breakdancing
magic is so unique. (Pictured below.)

What a great idea. The audience loved
his enthusiasm and magic, and Jake no
doubt learnt from the experience.

Blimey. This club is clearly doing
something right.

In many ways Covid is making us
rethink our magic. And for an art
that often gets blasted for being too
backwards looking, progress and
change can only be a good thing.

Kevin Doig looks back fondly at
the magic shops of his youth, and
the ones still going today. There is
nothing like going into a shop and
going cross-eyed, staring at the

See you all soon,

Any chance you get, grab it.
Obviously, play within the Covid rules.
Be safe. But test out your magic as
often as possible.
What’s to lose? Everything to gain.
I’m sounding preachy. I’ll shut up now!

> William Spencer - editor
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3-TIMES

A WINNER
Ex YMCer Edward Hilsum holds all three
Magic Circle trophies. He explains the
secrets of his award-winning success.
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ROSE TO
STARDOM
J Day comp in 2007,
Edward Hilsum performs
Ali Bongo’s Silk to Rose

William: How did YMC help you become
such a winner?
Edward: I was a member since I was 12.
I went from being a very shy kid with
no experience to by the end of it having
met amazing people who mentored and
helped me.
I remember being blown away by the
standard at J Day. And that became a
goal for me to get an act to compete.
A year or two later I was competing. And
even though I didn’t get placed, seeing
Ali Bongo and John Van Der Put (Piff the
Magic Dragon) giving me direction, I got
so much out of it by the generosity of
the people there.
I grew within the club. I was always quite
shy. I got to know people. I met my best
friend at the YMC, Harry De Cruz.
Having the act made me stand out
because not many people were doing
a dove act. When we entertained
at the Magic Circle, professionals
complemented me and helped me. It
definitely started friendships.
Ali Bongo was incredible. He gave me
his notes on silk to rose, his touch
on my act. I didn’t realise how lucky I
was. Looking back I see how much he
influenced me.
I entered Young Magician of the Year
in 2009 when I was 17. But it was a
four-year journey or plan. Four years to
create the act. I entered J Day twice. The
first time I didn’t get placed. The second
time I won. It was always my plan to win
Young Magician of the Year.
What drives you?
I’ve always been very driven to do the
best. I’m not just talking about magic. I’m
musical. In school. I’m genuinely hard
working. I took magic the same way. If I
wanted to do well then I needed to put
as much work into it as possible to be
the best I could be.
Any mentors?
My distant mentor was Lance Burton,
so I wasn’t happy until my act was as
good as his. And of course that was an
impossible standard. I was videoing
myself every day. It’s the only way to
improve. That pushed me.
I was very nervous and shy and the only
way I could get that confidence was
to practise and be so rehearsed that

anything that can go wrong had gone
wrong before I got on stage.
Who else inspired you?
I still get goosebumps thinking back to
seeing Marko Karvo at the Palladium in
2011. Same as I did with Lance Burton.
I reached out to him. I was lucky my
family took me to Vegas to see him. And,
as he does with every young magician
who reaches out to him, he met me after
the show and gave me five minutes of
his time. I’ve never forgotten it.
Same with Marko Karvo. I reached out.
I saw him in Germany and every time

The awards don’t get you work. What
they mean to me changed after that
four-year journey to Young Magician of
the Year. I put everything into that act, all
the stars aligned, I was the J Day winner
before… and I didn’t get placed.
I was devastated after that. Ever since
then, those awards don’t really mean
much. Now when I go into a competition
it’s always for the deadline, a reason
to improve. The one thing you cannot
control is the outcome. A handful of
judges, subjective opinions on the day.
That’s part of the reason I’ve done well
since. That weight has been lifted off my
shoulders.

“I wasn’t happy until
my act was as good as
Lance Burton’s”

I saw him we bonded more and more.
It became a friendship that I still pinch
myself about. Now he’s giving me notes
on my FISM act.
I’m so inspired by Marko.
Anyone that inspires you, reach out to
them because the worst that can happen
is they don’t reply. And I’ve had people
reach out to me. People are happy to
give back, if you approach then in the
right way with a bit of respect. Don’t
expect anything out of it. You never
know where that may lead.
How do you feel after winning three
Magic Circle competitions?
I’m very proud but they don’t really
mean anything. I’m always looking to
the future.

Of course it’s lovely to win. But all I’m
focussed on is doing the best I can.
Thinking of ways to stand out. Getting
myself in the right mindset. Doing the
best act you can leads to opportunities.
You look so calm on stage. Any tips?
I’m like a swan. Swimming over the
surface. But underneath...
Doing the dove act taught me a
lot. The stress of working with live
animals, keeping them company. I had
pyrotechnics, invisible thread. I was all
over the place but I learnt to deal with
the stress and the nerves.
Even now I take chances and risks. But
compared to doves, it’s nothing. Dealing
with that has helped me be confident,
calm and collected.
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Edward’s Top Tips for
Competitions

Be prepared, rehearse, think about
details - like lighting.

Perform as much as possible.

Rehearse the full act as much as you
can.

Share your ideas with each other.
Collaboration is always good.

How can you stand out?

Go for any opportunities that come. I
remember Disney Channel approached
YMC and I ended up doing balloon
modelling on TV because they wanted
a young balloon modeller. Go for

Having judged a few competitions,
anything that makes you stand out helps
you to be remembered.
I did that for all three winning
competitions:

“Of course it’s lovely to
win. But all I’m focussed
on is doing the best I can”
everything. I had to learn balloon
modelling in a week! Always say Yes!
What are your best balloon models?
I do a life-size Donald Duck and Mickey
Mouse. Back then it was a monkey and a
palm tree.
Don’t Aim To Win.

For the Stage Magician of the Year I
started my act in front of the curtains,
because most people don’t. And I
wanted to stand out. After the first dove
appears the curtains open to reveal my
set.
That felt different.
For the Children’s Entertainer of the Year.
I’m aware I’m not a traditional children’s
entertainer. I made an effort to keep my

style - be meaningful - knowing that
most of the other competitors would
have colour and fun. I was more serious
and mysterious. I knew that could either
go for or against me. I’d rather stand out
and take a chance than drift into the
crowd.
For the Close-Up Competition I got rid of
the table. I noticed most people use this
large table and I hate sitting down. So I
got rid of it. And I think I’m the only one
wearing a suit. They might not sound like
big things but they help you stand out.
The magic has to be as good as it can.
And original if you can. The last two
competitions had original material. It’s
not essential but good to have. The dove
act is my touches on standard things.
The most important thing is to enjoy
yourself. There’s a lot of work working
out issues and rehearsing, filming the
process. But when it comes to the day,
enjoy yourself. You’ve done all the hard
work. If you want the audience to enjoy
themselves - try and relax. People will
have a good time watching you.
The best way when starting is to make
original presentations. Make it relevant
to you and your friend’s age group. Of
course if you can create an original
magic trick, that’s fantastic. But start with
presentation. It will feel different and
you will connect with the audience a lot
more.
How did you develop your photo trick?
I’ve loved object to impossible locations.
But I had a problem with taking a
valuable object and damaging it or
destroying it. It didn’t sit right with me.
Photos are a valuable thing that people
forget about. So wouldn’t it be nice if an
image appeared in a frame they were
holding. The theatricality of the trick
came about easily, it’s a dream situation.
It was the deadline of Edinburgh Fringe
Festival that helped me create it. Having
a deadline is vital for me, whether it’s a
competition or a show.
For the Close-Up and Children’s comps
I only did two pieces of magic. I wanted
to do not much magic but make it really
meaningful.
Is that your signature, injecting meaning
into magic?
It’s how I’ve grown since doing the dove
act, which is the complete opposite. The
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dove act is a firework display, a lot happens in
a very short space of time.
I had another show, Genie, about making
wishes come true. That style worked for me
and connected with the audiences.
My last show, Silver, where the photo routine
came from, I’ve felt more confident than ever
before and had the best audience
response than ever before. So the
stars aligned.
At the risk of sounding cheesy, it’s
real magic for me. If I can inspire
someone through a performance,
and give something that lives on
after the performance, that’s a lovely
thing to do.

Everyone needs a deadline of some sort.
I don’t plan long term. I look for the next
deadline.
They’re very easy to find. The Edinburgh
Fringe comes every year. It doesn’t have to
be Circle competition. Perform at schools.
My school was the first stage I performed on.
The second was at The Circle for J Day. And
the third was Britain’s Got Talent! But that’s
another story.
What’s your current show?

How do you respond to critics of using animals
in magic?

Magic and Mind-reading. I work with Tony
Middleton - Sonic. You might assume that
he found me. But I responded to an ad he
placed in Magic Week looking for a guest act.
I was looking for opportunities, it wasn’t after
winning the competitions. I applied, I sold
myself, I sent him videos. He chose me based
on the magic.

It sounds ridiculous, but I’ve never ever ever
had one complaint. Sometimes people
say, ‘I don’t like animal acts, but... I can
see you love your animals. ‘

It’s the same with James Freedman. He got
into the West End by knocking on doors
constantly. He had a great show, but he was
contacting producers left, right and centre.

I’ve never had anyone saying ‘You
shouldn’t do that. How awful.’ Like
Lance, like Marko, like me, you can
feel the love and respect for the
animals. There’s no way of faking that.
You either care for them or shouldn’t
have them.
I love my birds. Every decision onstage or
backstage is for the safety of them.
How did you deal with the disappointment of
losing Young Magician of the Year?
I had really good support around me, friends
and family. Two days later. I was flying to
Buffalo to perform at the Stars of Tomorrow
show. You just have to get back on stage in
front of a loving audience.
You are so organised. How do you plan your
magic?
I’m looking for deadlines... what is my next
goal? Right now it’s FISM next year. I’m
working with Marko with the dove act, and
my close up is the act that won the Circle
competition.

It doesn’t matter how good you are, it’s
about knocking on doors. It’s the business
side of showbusiness, right, that leads to
opportunities.
Are you doing virtual shows in lockdown?
When magicians started doing virtual shows I
made the decision not to. And then of course
I got asked to do one and of course I said
Yes. I try to find ways to do things differently.
I do a theatre show, rather than a traditional
series of tricks. There’s nothing wrong with
that, but I like the narrative, the storytelling. I
go the extra mile. I post a mystery package to
someone ahead of the show. How can I make
this as interactive as possible, making the
most of the opportunity?
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STAR SECRETS

What are your passions outside of
magic?
Music, theatre, reading, football - I
support Leyton Orient. I play the trumpet
and a little bit of piano. I was leader of
my big band at school and had a great
jazz trumpet teacher. I say I need a
hobby now that magic is my real life. I’m
close to getting my trumpet back out.
You went straight to The Magic Circle

after YMC.
By the time I turned 18 I had become a
feature of the Magic Circle and they’d
seen my dove act, so they made me a
member.

lectures. The library alone is a reason to
join. And the social side. Before Covid I
would go to The Circle to see my friends
and that’s enough of a reason. But there
are so many other reasons. And it feels
like a step up.

Would you recommend The Circle to YMC
members?

So what’s next for you?

The Circle is very different to the YMC.
There’s such an amazing archive of

FISM. Although I’m moving towards this
new style of meaningful magic, FISM is
one of those things.

“I love my birds. Every decision onstage
or backstage is for the safety of them”
EDWARD HILSUM’S
FAVOURITE...
Magicians
Lance Burton - without him I wouldn’t
be doing dove magic.
Marko Karvo
Derren Brown

Tricks
My photo routine
Marko Karvo’s ending - the way it
builds, the big cages, the cockatoo
appearing flying, then he produces a
bigger cage and bigger bird.
Derren Brown’s Enigma live. The way
he captures the audience, builds up
his endings.

Moves
I’m not really a move monkey.
Training a dove to fly over the
audience and back.
Dancing cane done well, like Simon
Drake.
Top change - it’s extremely versatile
that results in miracles in their hands.
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Kevin’s column

Ken Brooke at The Magic Place

I REMEMBER
MAGIC SHOPS
When I was your age, there was no magazine like Secrets
produced for up-and-coming young magicians but there wer
a number of good magazines (mostly put out by the magic
dealers) before the days of the Internet.
I still have all the magazines I had in my teenage years and I
was looking through one of my old ones recently. It was a copy
of Magic Info, the publication produced by International Magic
Studios in London, and the one I was looking at was from 1979.

There were advertisements in it including one for the
International Magic Studio in Leather Lane in London and
another for The Magic Shop in Essex. The Magic Shop no
longer exists and The International Magic Studio is still below
International Magic Shop in Clerkenwell Road but is no longer
open to the public or magicians.
Davenports Magic in Charing Cross recently closed its doors
for the last time and now deals entirely as an internet or mail-
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STAR SECRETS
Alan Alan at The Magic Spot

order company. When I was growing up there were five
magic shops in London alone, Davenports (then in Great
Russell Street), International Magic, Ken Brooke’s Magic
Place, Alan Alan’s Magic Spot and Oscar Oswald’s. And
I visited them all in my school holidays. (Some made a
budding magician schoolboy very welcome, others less
so!)
The experience was always just like that recreated in
Diagon Alley in the Harry Potter movies. It was a truly
magical experience that you can never feel when buying
magic online or even when dealers set up stands at
magic conventions.
Davenports has been in London since 1898 and have
occupied 16 different premises there. For 48 years
they were in New Oxford Street (variously moving between
4 different shops), in Great Russell Street for 22 years (the
black-and-white photograph is how I remember it looking
in the 1970s) and underground at Charing Cross for an
amazing 35 years. Always dark and hushed inside, often
with a rather eccentric person serving behind the counter, it
was like stepping into a secret world. Sadly, after 121 years,
Davenports have now closed their London shop (although
their online business is still going strong) but I was talking to
Roy Davenport recently and he tells me that when Davenport’s
Magic Kingdom re-opens in Norwich there will be a Davenports
Magic Shop within the Kingdom.
International Magic is still at the same shop that I visited in
the 1970s, but if you were lucky you would be invited to enter
the secret studio via an unmarked door behind the stalls
of Leather Lane market just a few steps around the corner.
Once in the studio lined with cabinets of magic tricks and
memorabilia, you might well bump into a big-name magician
spending some time there just sitting and talking magic.
Alan Alan was another eccentric magician sitting behind the
counter in his Magic Spot shop, with a plastic axe or arrow
going through his head, demonstrating his latest favourite trick
and then gathering whatever you wanted from his numerous
wooden drawers of mystery.

Ken
Brooke had
his Magic Place in
an upstairs room in
Wardour Street
– the heart of
London’s film land,
at an address you
would not even
have known
existed if you
had no prior
knowledge. Even
my memory of
that room is
only in black
and white!
But if that
shop in Soho
was in the
dodgy area
of London,
Oscar
Oswald’s
was even

Davenports Magic in Great Russell
Street, before moving to Charing
Cross (below left and right). Now
sadly closed.
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International Magic in Farringdon,
London. Still very much open

“Every one of
them had its
own unique
and magical
atmosphere”
dodgier. It was behind a completely unmarked door, which
you pushed open and went down a narrow, dark staircase
passing a scantily clad young lady or two - this was not
the place for a sweet and innocent schoolboy! Reaching
Oscar’s door you knocked and entered his magical
kingdom. A small and rather dingy room, magic was
everywhere – and it appeared to be chaos although he
knew exactly where everything was. You were allowed to
rummage around and there was no hard-sell. Oscar would
give advice to a keen aspiring conjurer and, if he felt it
was right for you, sell you something from his stock. Although
I loved visiting Oscar Oswald, when back out on the dark
narrow staircase again, I was always pleased to get outside
into the daylight and fresh air and walk quickly back to the
civilisation of the railway station.
All of these shops were a delight to visit; every one of them
had its own unique and magical atmosphere and the treks
into London to visit them were the highlight of my school and
college holidays.
There are not so many magic shops around now. Alakazam
have premises in Ashford which have been open to the public
but which have been closed during the covid-19 lockdown.
Talking to Dave Loosley (an ex-YMC member who has worked

there
for some years) recently
he told me they are not sure yet if they will reopen or
just be an internet shop in the future.
If you look hard enough you should still be able to find a magic
shop fairly near you. Visiting magic shops was a great part of
my magic upbringing so, once the world returns to normality,
do try to visit a proper shop if you can.
I hope to see you all back in the real world soon.
Enjoy your magic!
Kevin Doig
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WINNER
WINNER

AUG
WORKSHOP
CALENDAR

VIRTUAL
WORKSHOPS

Saturday 21st November 2020 		
Mentor’s Day

WINNER

WINNER

Kevin
Doig

SEPT
I LOVE watching the competitions at
the workshops. Such a great variety.
And brilliant to see members push
themselves, getting better each time.

on the Hydrostatic Glass.

Our August workshop saw Sean Gough
win the Under 14s comp with a four aces
triumph. Edward Honey won the over 14s
with a Batman revelation. Kapow!

Arabella Crawford won the under 14s
category with a school-themed Mental
Epic prediction. And Jake Allen won
the over 14s with an Any Card At Any
Number that baffled me.

Myles Thornton taught some great
material, including an upside down
retention vanish, the Gypsy Ring Vanish,
the Puffin Peek Reversal and his ace
Colour Changing Sharpie.
Mentalist Roberto Forzoni showed how
to make a Shaxon flap in an envelope,
great for peeking secret information.
And Edward Hilsum gave a masterclass

September’s workshop was a J-Day
warm-up competition.

Fizzing with energy, Max Somerset
taught his chopped cups and balls
routine using a PK ring, producing larger
and larger fruit, ending with a melon.
“Think big and go out of your comfort
zone.” And asked: “How far would you
go to make magic happen?”
Chris Wood detailed his process to
improve card tricks, which includes

looking natural and making any moves
as economical as possible. He used
Double Speller from Royal Road to Card
Magic. “Be truthful, then you can have
sincerity,” he advised when talking about
patter lines.
Liam Ball showed some of his hidden
tools he’s made using his leatherworking
skills. He’s crafted a pouch for his
scissors and cards for 21st Century
Phantom, and he’s made a brilliant card
index for mentalism effects.

DON’T MISS
Complete J Day coverage in your next
edition of Secrets magazine.
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YMC & BEYOND

“Every routine
has to play
further,
distanced”

BEN HART’S
LOCKDOWN
LOWDOWN
I CAUGHT up with ex-YMC member
and Britain’s Got Talent star Ben Hart
to discuss how he is tackling lockdown
magic.
William: Eek, Covid. What’s the answer?
Ben: We have to make sure we are
playing by the rules and staying within

the government guidelines. We need to
reassure the audience.
The most important thing is not to be
selfish with what your performance
desires are. The truth is we need to
rebuild our industry. Because a magic
act will be way down on a list of booker’s
priorities now.

If we don’t tell the audience and show
bookers that we can do magic safely
then we will be left behind.
William: So how do we do that?
Ben: We need to get much more consent
from the audience now. In the past we
would just say, ‘Choose a card.’ We’re
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PAST MEMBERS

RINGING
THE
CHANGES
Ben Hart sanitises props
and asks for consent... his
new approach to magic.

“We have to reassure
the audiences or we
will die”
taught in magic not to give people the
choice to say anything but ‘Yes.’ Now
we must seek proper consent. ‘Are you
OK to choose one of these cards? I
would like you to take this pen and I will
sterilise it before I hand it to you.’ And all
those things.
William: Are you nervous about this first
show of yours?
Ben: It’s been five months since I’ve
done a show and all of those little timing
details are gone. And there is going to
be a new timing. Most of what I’ve learnt
about my material, I’ve got to relearn. It’s
not about taking it back to where it was
before, because audiences are different.
They are literally distanced. So every
routine has to play further, distanced.
Any time of trouble always resolves
in a resurgence of popularity for live
entertainment. And you just have to
know that it will come back. People need
magic more than they ever needed it. So
as long as you play by the rules, now is
the best time ever to be doing magic.
Simply doing a magic trick and people
knowing you’ve accommodated the
distance guidelines makes them feel

like you are really caring towards them.
And I think a lot of magicians don’t
show enough care to their audiences
anyway. It could be a good thing.

probably wouldn’t crack jokes to
keep you entertained. Nor would they
even worry about whether you were
entertained or not.

My tour has all been postponed. All 80
dates. And Edinburgh cancelled. I’m very
positive about it though. I’m filling my
diary. I’ve had to change my promotional
approach. Theatres are getting an
almost scientific breakdown of what my
show entails. My publicist has a new
angle on how to sell the show. My new
show is called Two Metre Magic. We
have to reassure the audiences or we
will die.

I don’t believe people perceive Juan
Tamariz as doing real magic, as
wonderful as he is. I think everybody
knows it’s trickery and sleight of hand.
Not least because he works almost
entirely with cards and they know cards
are associated with hustling and con
artists.

William: How did you develop your man
of mystery persona?
Ben: That’s always been there. I
was really lucky to have really good
guidance. The worst advice people give
magicians is this feeling that to be a
good magician you have to be a comedy
magician. There are of course really
great comedy magicians but generally
speaking trying to integrate comedy
into your show kills the feeling of real
mystery.
Somebody who could really do magic

William: But what about Derren Brown?
Ben: Comedic situations happen in the
most serious of plays. Of course if you
find a good joke, go for it. But you don’t
need to come out in a comedy looking
suit and start with a visual prop gag.

“Comedy... kills
the feeling of
real mystery”
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TRICKS

ANY NUMBER

CALLED FOR

Ian Adair shares his simple method for this
devastating card trick

EFFECT
You display a piece of card which you
say contains the name of a playing card
which a spectator will select by using
numbers. This is rested on a table in full
view throughout.
A deck of cards is now displayed, fronts
and backs, the faces of each card being
shown different.
You rest the deck, face down, on his left
hand.

You now ask a spectator to name
a number from one to fifty two (the
number of cards in a deck). Let’s imagine
the spectator selects number 21. The
cards are genuinely counted down to
this number, and when the card at this
very position is revealed, it matches the
prediction which has been in full view
throughout the presentation.

REQUIREMENTS
My version uses an already available
deck which most magic dealers
advertise and sell at a reasonable price.

Even Marvin’s Magic includes such a
deck in their range of magic sets.
You require a ‘Svengali Deck’ which
consists of twenty-six ordinary cards
of a mixed variety, and twenty-six short
cards, which are all duplicates (let’s say
the Nines of Hearts.) The duplicate cards
alternate throughout the deck – every
second card.

BASIC DECK
HANDLING
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The deck is quickly displayed on both
sides, the audience seeing what appears
to be ‘every’ card. The deck is squared
up and gripped between the fingers
and thumb of the left hand. The tip of
the right forefinger riffles down the top
edges of the cards to release the cards
which fall flat on the same hand. Doing
this, the faces of the cards appear to
look different, thanks to the short card
principle used.
In my simple version, numbers from one
to fifty-two are used. This will mean that
the duplicate cards will all be ‘odd’ ones.

WORKING AND
PRESENTATON
During performance you display the deck
as previously described. You emphasise
that every deck contains fifty-two cards
and request a spectator to freely think of
any number from one to fifty-two. Let’s
say the spectator chooses number 21.
With the faces of the deck downwards
and working over a table surface, you
now commence to deal off the cards, one
at a time, from the top. This is genuinely
done, each card being removed, face
down, onto the table away from the
deck itself. When you come to number
21 (the spectator’s number choice in
this example) this card is revealed – it’s
one of the duplicates (Nine of Hearts),
because it’s an ‘odd’ number.
Should the spectator choose an ‘even’
number, the cards are counted in the
same manner. When the cards have
been counted down towards the number
(say 20), it’s the next, following card
which is removed and shown – again,
one of the duplicates.
The performer first displays the rear side
of the prediction card, reversing it, so
the spectator and audience can read the
contents. The name of the stopped-at
card (using a freely selected number) is
100% correct!
Whilst everyone is paying attention to
the numbered card, casually pick up the
discarded ones and add them to the
deck, which is then disposed of.

PIECES OF
EIGHT
THERE are only eight types of magic tricks, apparently. This
week our cartoonist Stuart Scott is back with the fourth in his
series, this time on mentalism.
Mentalism and mindreading effects can properly fry
audiences’ minds. Done well. But comedy mentalism never
seems to work for me.
I tried a new creation at a competition recently. I called it
E.S.Plaster. A random plaster is chosen from a bowl full of
bandages, each one having an ESP symbol on it. I tear off
a bandage that’s been on my nose throughout the show to
reveal a matching ESP symbol.
Let’s just say the feedback wasn’t great and I didn’t win. But
it made me laugh. A lot. I can’t see Derren Brown chasing me
for the rights to that one. What’s your favourite mindreading
effect, and what are you learning or creating next?
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ASTOUNDING

DIE

Great for Zoom, this unusual dice trick by Chris
Wardle has distanced
interaction and a brilliant visual ending to die
for (soz!)

Here is an unusual item which can be
performed online or at a social distance,
as there is no need for any direct contact
with the spectators, even though they are
involved in the effect.
The performer shows an upturned, opaque
cup, under which is a hidden prediction.
This is resting on the performer’s palm.
The performer asks a spectator to use the
calculator app on their mobile to generate
a random number, by following these
instructions:
Think of a number between 1 and 9.
Double the number.
Add 14.
Divide the answer by 2.
Subtract the original number, which I
couldn’t know.
Multiply your answer by 3.
The performer explains that a random
number has been reached and asks the
spectator to reveal it…they announce their
answer as 21.
The performer now lifts the upturned
cup to reveal a dice resting on his palm,
which shows the number 6 on top. This
appears to be a mis-match, as it is not the
spectator’s total. However, the performer
explains that actually the whole dice is the
prediction, as there are actually 21 spots on
a complete die. (6 + 5 + 4 + 3 + 2 +1 = 21.)
The spectators are not convinced that this
really is the prediction, as it could just be
a coincidence that there happen to be 21
spots and the die did show a 6 on the top.
The performer says he will prove that this
matches the spectator’s number. Closing
his hand around the die and blowing on
his hand, his fingers are slowly uncurled,
and the die is now seen to be blank, with
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all 21 spots now on the top of the die! It
matches the prediction after all!

WORKING
For this effect you simply need a blank
cube (3.5cm by 3.5cm by 3.5cm is
ideal, but whatever size fits best and is
comfortable for you to close your hand
around). You can buy plain foam and
wooden cubes cheaply from craft shops,
such as Hobbycraft or stationers The
Works. You can even buy blank dice
cheaply from online retailers, such as
eBay. You also need a permanent marker
and a small cup or dice shaker that
cannot be seen through.
The die is made from this cube by
marking 6 spots on one face, on the
opposite face mark 21 spots. With the
6-face uppermost, mark four spots on
the face underneath this and five spots
on the face adjacent to this. Therefore,
if the die is shown at an angle, edge-on,
with the six on top, it looks like a regular
die with 4, 5 and 6 showing, but if the die
is turned over, you see 21 spots and two
blank faces.
The die changes because
it is set in this angle-

on position, so that only 3 faces can be
seen at any time and it is resting on the
fingers of your flat palm. When you close
your hand, the die naturally turns over,
so that when you open your hand, the
opposite three sides are shown, so the
spectators see 21 spots on the top and
two blank faces, as if all of the spots
have magically moved to the top face on
the die.

E.g.:

Try this and you will see that it is very
easy to achieve and is not really a ‘move’
at all.

Multiply your answer by 3 = 21.

In order to force 21, I have simply
adapted a very old number force, usually
used to force single-digit numbers. Look
at the example below.

Think of a number between 1 and 10 = 4
Double the number = 8
Add 14 = 22
Divide the answer by 2 = 11
Subtract the original number = 11 – 4 = 7

This will always result in the spectator
reaching 21, so this will match your very
special dice.
(If you are performing this ‘in person’ you
could use a numbered deck – 52 cards
numbered from 1 to 52 – and use your
favourite card force to reach the card
numbered 21 if you prefer.)

LUKE
WHO’S
BACK!
Ex YMC hotshots Harry
De Cruz (left) and Luke
Oseland (right) bring star
quality to the YMC FB page

The Young Magician’s
Club Facebook page
We’ve supercharged our Facebook page to make it bigger, better and
packed with magical goodness from some of the biggest stars.
We have brought ex YMC
members Harry De Cruz and
Luke Oseland on board to
revamp the Young Magician’s
Club Facebook group.
And boy have they brought some
fresh ideas and terrific content.
So what can you look forward to?

We have:

We have content lined up from:

Trick tutorials,

Dynamo,

lectures,

Tom Elderfield,

Q&A sessions,

Nicholas Lawrence,

never-before-seen clips from
previous J-Days,

Andy Nyman,

giveaways and more!

Edward Hilsum,
Ollie Mealing,
Richard Young and many more.

CHECK IT OUT NOW
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REVIEWS BY JOSHUA GRIST
MORE great reviews by Joshua this
edition. But we want more contributors
please. Send your words to
editor@youngmagiciansclub.co.uk. We’d
love to include your reviews.

Force Be With You by Colin
Mcleod/Cloud
This is a psychokinesis extravaganza
that bombards you with a series of more
and more impossible PK touches including wrist grabbing, tapping and much
more that starts with one spectator repeatedly feeling a series of more and
more impossible imaginary taps, and
finishes with a stooge-free two-person climax. I cannot recommend this
enough, it is truly spectacular!

priming it, though there is a lot more on
that later in the book. The presentation,
however, is very interesting. Let’s make
a Deal is an ingenious trick that explores
how to take a well-known maths problem and turn it into a stunning trick. I was
not, unfortunately, very impressed by
Birthday’s Rock, but I know many people
are.
On Thin Ice is a stunning
hypnosis

Five stars

The Circle Force
by Ross Taylor
This is true genius. Ross Taylor
is very young, but people like
Peter Turner and Fraser Parker
already recognise his potential. The spectator thinks of
ANY non-obvious card, then
actually goes on to change
their mind just for good
measure, and you are able
to predict or tell them with
100% accuracy what their card
is. You will love the potential in this trick,
and whilst there are clear adjustments
that need to be made (particularly if
performing for men) they should not be
hard. This is worth its weight (more than,
it doesn’t have many pages!) in gold.
Five stars

Mindcraft: Perceptions by Bill
Dekel
This is, in short, a great giant big book of
an entire 27 effects by the amazing Bill
Dekel - do not be put off by the fact that
he has a job as a magic author rather
than as a performer, he is great. Thought
Duelling is a stunning effect that presents priming in a very interesting way. I
feel he could have gone a little more indepth into the method, as he gives just a
short table as to how you might go about

effect that is
empowering and allows you
to explore your subconscious - try it out
on yourself, it will freak you out! Gone is
a very clever but not very original effect,
whilst I struggled understanding Black
and dislike the Invisible Book Test - to
be honest, Colin McLeod’s is a lot better.
The Fair is an extremely good thoughtof card, whilst Prime is a wonderful
thought-of word reveal that has nothing to do with priming! Colours is truly
outstanding, whilst In Spirit is also very
clever and Mental Epic is also very good.
Intuitional Power is stunning but I think
Dekel ignores its potential. It could easily
be changed into a routine in which a
spectator names a word which turns out
engraved on a ring. Thought Catcher is
a clever way to reveal writing on a paper
but once again I feel Dekel ignores its
potential and doesn’t think about what

could be done with it. (In)visible Book
Test is true genius, and whilst it can be
done without a book, the physical book
covers up your tracks and turns it into a
kind of dual reality. Hive Mentality, like
all the other effects, could be expanded
on more than just one paragraph and
Prime Cards, would be worth the price of
the whole book if he expanded on it.
Tossed Out Thought is genius, but once
again Mr Dekel needs to do his research
- the method has existed for several decades and used by most professional mentalists. The
drawing duplication is
clever, but nothing special
and one of many effects
in the book where he has
already taught the method.
I feel, throughout the book,
he could explain a method
and then take a while to
explain all its different variations rather than marketing
the same method 10,000
times as different effects. I do
not see the difference between
the two thought duels in parts
1 and 2. Once again they seem
to be the same effect listed twice
only this time with both presentation and method identical.
Realise is a clever effect that allows
you to make any thought appear in
a box, but once again has already
been invented. He also does not
show how to force the thought, just
how to make it appear. PK Time is
good but almost deliberately vague, and
prime reading effect description is very
misleading. There is no trick, just a script,
no method. Beautiful Miracle is wonderful but just a new presentation of a
method he already taught, and the same
goes for World Travelling.
Overall, it seems very cheap and definitely value for money, but after reading the
book, whilst I still think it was a bargain,
I can see why it is only £13.00. I feel he
could have charged at least £80 for this
if he had just gone into some more detail,
done his research, paid attention to these
trick’s true potential and organised it so
that he teaches a presentation, method
and then variations on the presentation
all in one go.
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SPOT THE
DIFFERENCE

Ben Hart has made numerous changes to his show because of Covid 19.
So I’ve made 10 changes to this pic of him performing the rice bowls. How many can you spot?

In next Secrets...
December’s issue of Secrets is already shaping up into
something magically special.

And we go trick-tastic for Xmas. More magic than sense.
Plus there’s loads and loads more.

We talk to the gatekeeper of The Magic Circle, who reveals his golden formula to pass the exam and get in.

Don’t forget to send in your reviews or ideas ASAP. It’s
your magazine. Together we can make this even better.

Rory Adams shares how to make magic unique to you.
See you next time.
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MAGIC TYPES WORDSEARCH
How many of these types of tricks and styles can you find in the grid above?
Production

Prediction

Manipulation

Vanish

Close-up

Cardistry

Transformation

Parlour

Comedy

Restoration

Stage

Card

Transportation

Walkaround

Coin

Transposition

Table-hopping

Spooky

Escape

Busking

Kids

Levitation

Illusions
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